Duke recognizes responsible disclosure [1]

August 18, 2020

Researchers sometimes discover security vulnerabilities with university systems and networks, and Duke recognizes the value of identifying and remediating these issues, in accordance with the university’s responsible disclosure policy found here: https://security.duke.edu/policies/responsible-disclosure [2].

We’d like to recognize Kunal Narsale for their efforts in identifying a vulnerable system, alerting the IT Security Office of the issue and working with Duke IT security staff to remediate it. Efforts such as these ensure a more secure environment for all of our users.

Kunal Narsale is a security researcher who can be contacted here:

Email: researcherkunal@gmail.com [3]
LinkedIn: @kunal-n-3b9587135

To report a security issue, please contact us at security@duke.edu [4].
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